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The value of data (according to SAP)…
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Statistics from SAP’s Benefit of a Business Intelligence and Analytics Strategy infographic. 

Customer support

Strategic decisions 
of a company

Operations

Competitive intelligence

Sales processes Cost management

Brand awarenessProduct development

77%
71%

73%

71% 71%

69% 52%



NMG’s analytics survey…
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A short survey relating to the use of analytics within the business was conducted across a number of 
insurance and reinsurance companies (conventional and takaful operators) in the region.

Participants were asked various 

questions relating to the following areas:

Availability of data

Quality of data

Accessibility to data

Management information tools

Culture of analytics

Value of analytics
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How “analytics-driven” are companies?
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of the respondents believe their company has the necessary 

data available for useful insights.   

NMG survey of insurance and reinsurance companies, conventional and takaful, in Singapore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Philippines and Vietnam.

50%
While data is regularly updated from trusted sources, only                 believe their data34%
is consistent over time, while                have issues in integrating data from various 

sources.

73%

Of the                currently using some form of analytical tool,                 have doubts about 

its usefulness in addressing their business needs.

83% 42%

have easy access to data and                 have difficulties in using the data for their 

analysis.

47% 60%



How “analytics-driven” are companies?
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66% of the respondents say that the senior management team 

actively engage analytics in their strategic decisions.

NMG survey of insurance and reinsurance companies, conventional and takaful, in Singapore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Philippines and Vietnam.



So how to we go about developing an analytics-driven company?
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The four-stage journey…

*The four phases approach is retrieved from Chester, A., Clarke R., Libarikian, A. (February 2016). Transforming into an analytics-driven insurance 
carrier. http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/transforming-into-an-analytics-driven-insurance-carrier

Building insights

Analytics is operated in 
silos, fragmented across 
the organisation.

Development of 
prescriptive and predictive 
analytics tools to provide 
insights into the business 
performance.

Analytics remains sub-
scale and yet to cover all 
functions across the 
organisation.

C-executives commitment, 
alignment of incentives 
and adoption of the 
analytical tools are 
embedded within the 
organisation and drive 
day-to-day business.

Analytics services most 
business units and 
initiates profitable 
growth.

Analytics shift from being 
an enabler to being the 
core way of doing 
business.

Centre of Excellence is 
developed with dedicated 
resources, investment and 
commitment.

Analytics becomes the 
backbone for conducting 
business and is 
centralised as a shared 
service. 

360-analytics: Integrated 
dashboards and real-time 
management information 
are available to provide 
the key decision makers 
with a full view of the 
business.

Analytics-led strategies 
and data-driven decision 
making are the norm.

Capturing value Achieving scale
Becoming an 

analytics-driven 
organisation

The best practices to adopt advanced analytics are typically conducted in four phases*.
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Becoming an analytics-driven company

Instead of static reports, all decisions are analytics 

enabled with visualised key trends, predicting 

insightful outcomes and prescribing             

relevant actions

360-degree analytics provide integrated
dashboards, inclusive of distribution funnel, 

portfolio performance, pricing decisions, and drivers 

of losses and claims. The COE is embedded 
within the business.

The financial impact of analytics is blended with 
price metrics, new-business growth or in-force 
lapse. The business metrics themselves are the 

markers of success

The human resource adopts analytics in its talent 
strategy via performance review, expectation 

management, leadership recruitment                                  
and retention

Analytics-driven 
insurance company

*The four phases approach is retrieved from Chester, A., Clarke R., Libarikian, A. (February 2016). Transforming into an analytics-driven insurance 
carrier. http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/transforming-into-an-analytics-driven-insurance-carrier
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A single source of truth…
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Yet, almost                                                of these companies face issues with consistent 

and well-integrated data.

50% of the respondents say that there is a centralised function in the 

company to provide analytics support.

60%
NMG survey of insurance and reinsurance companies, conventional and takaful, in Singapore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Philippines and Vietnam.



A single source of truth…
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1 2 3 4 5

Central Function

In-Between

Independent by
business line

How often are analytics used in day-to-day activities?

Employees Senior Management Board

Never Always

NMG survey of insurance and reinsurance companies, conventional and takaful, in Singapore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Philippines and Vietnam.



A single source of truth…
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NMG survey of insurance and reinsurance companies, conventional and takaful, in Singapore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Philippines and Vietnam.

1 2 3 4 5

Central Function

In-Between

Independent by
business line

Is data easily obtained/generated? 

Very Difficult Very Easy



Building a Centre of Excellence (“ Analytics Hub”)

*The key phases are retrieved from Roggen, D., Roland, T. (n.d.). The analytics hub: leveraging a shared services model to unlock big data. 
http://www.morganfranklin.com/website/assets/uploads/documents/MorganFranklinConsulting_Analytics_Hub_White_Paper.pdf

Descriptive analytics are 
the focus

Data and analysis are 
siloed within departments

Analytics tool are basic; 
heavy reliance on 
spreadsheets and static 
reports.

Analytics led by 
management

Metrics are consistent 
across business units 

Models are seen as tool 
to enhance decision 
making and used for 
forward- and backward-
looking insights.

Analytics led by C-suite

Centralised capabilities 
with data and insights are 
shared across the 
enterprise

Infrastructure and 
analytical tools with 
capability of real-time 
management information 
are implemented.

Foundational Intermediate
CoE / Analytics 

Hub

Key phases of building a Centre of Excellence (‘Analytics Hub’)*: 
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A practical example in a detariffication strategy framework
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PRODUCT 
STRATEGY 

CUSTOMER 
STRATEGY 

DISTRIBUTION 
CHANNEL 
STRATEGY

MACROECONOMIC 
OUTLOOK

CORE STRATEGY
TECHNICAL 

PRICING
MARKET 
PRICING

NMG Detariffication framework



The insurance industry is embracing analytics
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A success story of a leading UK-based general insurer, who 

specialises in commercial and niche sectors in personal motor 

insurance.

Capacity, Storage 
and Traffic 

Restrictions

Data Management & 
Analysis done in silos

Limited visibility in 
analysis

Challenges

Increased policy count by            in 18 months.

Savings in annual operational costs in rate updates 

by                 . 

reduction in customer cancellation rates.

120%

50%

savings in claims through real-time fraud 

detection.

£5m

20%
Source:  Cloudera’s case study on Markerstudy



Single source of truth

People with the right 
mind-set and skills

Improved data quality

The wish-list
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More sophisticated 
analytical tools

NMG survey of insurance and reinsurance companies, conventional and takaful, in Singapore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Philippines and Vietnam.



Concluding remarks
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What we want to do

What we practically can do

VS



Thank you

“Shape your thinking on the decisions that matter. Our specialist focus, global insights programmes and unique 
network give us the inside track in insurance and investment markets. We translate insights into opportunities.”

Roshan Perera

Partner, NMG Actuarial

Tel: +60 3 2283 6466

Roshan.Perera@NMG-Group.com
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Sheng Chieh Loh

Consultant, NMG Actuarial

Tel: +60 3 2283 6498 
ShengChieh.Loh@NMG-Group.com




